Gormshuil an rìgh
Fionnlagh MacLeòid

The Welsh language before the Industrial Revolution
Geraint H. Jenkins (Deas.)

Two views of Harris = Na Hearadh bho dhà shealladh
Lesley Wiseman

Teas
Maoilios Caimbeul

A' ghlainne agus sgeulachdan eile
Màiri E. NicLeòid

Der schädel von Damien Hirst = An claigeann aig Damien Hirst
Micheal Klevenhaus agus Joan NicDhòmhnail (deas.)

Coimhearsnachdan na Gàidhlig an-diugh
Gillian Munro agus Iain Mac an Tàilleir (deas.)

Faroes in pictures : Die Färöer in Bildern
Ásmundur Poulsen

Geoffrey of Monmouth
A.O.H. Jarman

Notes on North Uist families
William Matheson.

Keltische Sprachinseln : Anthologie keltischer Autoren in keltischen Sprachen und Deutsch
Sabine Heinz (deas.)

Slogans galore
George McLennan

Castles of the clans : the strongholds and seats of 750 Scottish families and clans
Martin Coventry
Speak Gaelic with confidence: a teach yourself guide from beginner to level 2.
Boyd Robertson agus Gordon Wells

The Antrim McDonnells
Angela Antrim

The Clan Gordon: Cock o' the North. With tartans and chief's arms in colour, and maps.
Jean Mary Dunlop

Celtic Britain in the early Middle Ages: studies in Scottish and Welsh sources
Kathleen Hughes, deas. le David Dumville

Middle Ages. Scottish Gaelic : Na Meadh-an-Aoisean
Daibhidh E. Young agus Ailean J. MacUilleim.

The master piper: or nine notes that shook the World
William Dixon

A’ mheanbhchuileag
Fearghas MacFhionnlais

The college of piping: Tutor for the highland bagpipe. Part 2
Seumas MacNeill agus Thomas Pearston

Scotland in modern times, 1720-1939
Agnes Mure Mackenzie.

Kings, mormaers, rebels: early Scotland's other royal family
John Marsden

The lore of Scotland: a guide to Scottish legends
Jennifer Westwood agus Sophia Kingshill

Destination St. Kilda: from Oban to Skye and the Outer Hebrides
Mark Butterworth (Deas.)

Macbeth: a true story
Fiona Watson

Building Scotland: celebrating Scotland's traditional building materials
Moses Jenkins (Deas.)
A MacBrayne memoir
Brian Patton

Nationalism in stateless nations: images of self and other in Scotland and Newfoundland
Robert C. Thomsen

Hebridean island hopping: a guide for the independent traveller
Martin Coventry

A new history of the Picts
Stuart McHardy

Kendalc'h Keltiek Etrevroadel: International Celtic Conference Landreger, Breizh 18, 19, 20, 21 ha 22 a viz Eost 1962.,”International Celtic Congress (1962 : Landreger, Breizh)”

Blátha an bhóithrín/ le Sean Toibin

Cùmhlaíonn lámhleabhar don oide: cúrsa comhrá Gaeilge le haghaidh Rang 5 (nó Ranganna 5 agus 6 mar chomhbhuíon)

Language and community = Urlabhra agus pobal
Mairtin O Murchu

Foghlaimoíri teangacha neamhfhorleathana riachtanais cumarsáide aosach = Lesser used languages and the communicative needs of adult learners

Going up the glen: womenfolk of the Glens of Antrim and the Irish language
Diarmad Ó Doibhlin

The facts about Irish
Seán Ó Tuama

Mike Danson (Deas.)

A social development strategy for the Highlands & Islands of Scotland

Language, culture and the nation: 2 lectures
P. L. Henry
List of Gaelic linguistic and literary terms used in SCE papers

Doing qualitative research: a practical handbook
David Silverman

Roll of honour for Skye and Lochalsh
Graham Ross

Cruinneachadh le Col. L. Dhunnchaidh: liosta de dh’eilthrich, faclan mì-àbhaisteach, cleachdaidhean agus rannan, sgeulachdan, bàrdachd is òrain
Lachlan MacDhunnchaidh

Economic development in rural areas in interaction with minority languages - international conference 11-14 October 1995 – report

Ethnographies of Education
Judith Preissle and Linda Grant (Deas.)

Justice and conservation: insights from people, plants, and justice: the politics of nature conservation
Charles Zerner

Ceól ár Sínsear
Pádraig Breathnach

Romagnol language and literature
D.B. Gregor

An economic history of Lord MacDonald’s estates 1800-1830
Iain M Sinclair

A brief history of the Gaelic Society of London
Norman Stewart

Scottish opinion on Gaelic: a report on a national attitude survey for An Comunn Gaidhealach undertaken in 1981
Kenneth MacKinnon

Courses and teaching materials for adult learners of Gaelic: a survey conducted for Comunn na Gàidhlig
Margaret MacNeil

Scots Gaelic, an economic force: a paper delivered at the conference language Planning and Policy in the EU held on the 28th & 29th April 1995 at The Institute of Irish Studies, The University of Liverpool
Roy N Pedersen

Report of the Commission of Enquiry into crofting conditions / presented by the Secretary of State for Scotland to Parliament ... April 1954
Department of Agriculture for Scotland

An agenda for land reform?: a review of experience in South Africa and Scotland
Alison Brown agus Vicky Lubke
The Basques and Catalans
Kenneth Medhurst

Tutor for piobaireachd
Seumas MacNeil

Canllawiau dylunio dwieithog = A guide to bilingual design.
Welsh Language Board

A' gluasad deas = Moving south
Murdo MacLeod

The Western Isles, natural environment = Àrainneachd nàdarra, na h-Eileanan an Iar

Euskaren, nazioarteko informazio buletina = International bulletin of information of the Basque language

Euskal Herria : the country of the Basque language

Keleier servij ar brezhoneg / Skol-uhel ar vro
Institut culturel de Bretagne. Services de la langue Bretonne

Buttons & keys : the Scottish piano accordion tutor
D.J. Mackenzie

The Nuttis Schell : essays on the Scots language presented to A.J. Aitken
Caroline Macafee agus Iseabail Macleod (Deas)

The clans of Scotland : the history and landscape of the Scottish clans
Micheil MacDonald

The field of thistles : Scotland's past and Scotland's people
Monica Clough

The Celtic book of days : celebration of Celtic wisdom
Caitlin Matthews

Celtic rituals : a guide to ancient Celtic spirituality
Alexei Kondratiev

The Kings and queens of Scotland : from Kenneth mac Alpin to the Young Pretender
Christopher Haddon

Handbook of new media : social shaping and social consequences of ICTs
Leah A. Lievrouw agus Sonia Livingstone (Deas)

European vernacular literacy : a sociolinguistic and historical introduction
Joshua A. Fishman

Bilingual education : an introductory reader
Ofelia García and Colin Baker (Deas.)
Galloglass 1250-1600: Gaelic mercenary warrior
Fergus Cannan

Organising learning in the primary school classroom
Joan Dean

Strongholds of the Picts: the fortifications of dark age Scotland
Angus Konstam

New media: a critical introduction
Martin Lister

Eighty years in the Highlands: the life and times of Osgood H. Mackenzie of Inverewe, 1842-1922
Pauline Butler

Eadar dá sgeul: sgeulachdan goirid aig ire àrd-sgoile

The Edinburgh companion to the Gaelic language
Moray Watson and Michelle Madeod (Deas.)

Can gun robh
Anna Latharna NicGillIosa (Deas.)

Dalriada: a twentieth century kingdom
Marian Pallister

The truth about St Kilda: an islander’s memoir
Donald John Gillies, deas. le John Randall

Land of the seal people
Duncan Williamson

Ulster Gaelic voices: bailiúchán Doegen 1931
Róise Ní Bhaoidh (Deas.)

A’ leantainn na mara
Dòmhnall Angaidh MacLeòid

Mingulay: archaeology and architecture
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland

The Faber book of twentieth-century Scottish poetry
Douglas Dunn (Deas.)
Honour'd shade : an anthology of new Scottish poetry to mark the bicentenary of the birth of Robert Burns
Norman McCaig (Deas.)

New Scots poetry  a selection of short poems from the Festival of Britain Scots poetry competition. Arts Council of Great Britain. Scottish Committee

Scottish comic verse : an anthology
Maurice Lindsay

A choice of Scottish verse, 1470-1570
John agus Winifred MacQueen

Scottish verse, 1851-1951, selected for the general reader  with foreword, notes and glossary Douglas Young (Deas.)

Radical Renfrew : poetry from the French Revolution to the First World War by poets born, or sometime resident in the County of Renfrewshire selected
Tom Leonard (Deas.)

Conflict and language planning in Quebec
Richard Y. Bourhis (Deas.)

Language development : structure and function
Philip S. Dale

Meet Cree : a guide to the Cree language
H. Christoph Wolfart agus Janet F. Carroll

Irish pages : a journal of contemporary writing

Albyn's anthology or, A Select collection of the melodies and vocal poetry peculiar to Scotland and the Isles
Campbell, Alexander

Oraín na h-Albain : a collection of Gaelic songs with English and Gaelic words : and an appendix, containing traditionary notes to many of the songs
Finlay Dun (Deas.)

A collection of strathspey, or old Highland reels
Angus Cumming

An island and its people: Eigg, a photographic record
Comunn Eachdraidh Eige

Scotland. Photographed by Edwin Smith. Text by G.S. Fraser. 195 photogravure plates, 4 in colour
George Sutherland Fraser

Language contact in the place-names of Britain and Ireland
Paul Cavill agus George Broderick (Deas.)
Irish type design: a history of printing types in the Irish character
Dermot McGuinne

Moidart
Tim Roberton (Deas.)

Os cionn gleadhraich nan sràidean: tagadh de sgriobhaidhean Gàidhlig Thòmais MhicCalmain
Dòmhnall E. Meek (Deas.)

Scott-land: the man who invented a nation
Stuart Kelly

Unity in diversity: studies in Irish and Scottish Gaelic language, literature and history
Cathal G. Ó Háinle agus Donald E. Meek (Deas.)

The Scots’ crisis of confidence
Carol Craig (Deas.)

Proceedings of the eighth symposium of Societas Celtologica Nordica
Jan Erik Rekdal agus Ailbhe Ó Corráin (Deas.)

Thirteen ways of looking at the Highlands and more
Colin Will

Dreaming Frankenstein: & collected poems
Liz Lochhead

A drunk man looks at the thistle
Hugh MacDiarmid

Favourite Scottish song lyrics
Gordon Wright (Deas.)

Whaur extremes meet: the poetry of Hugh MacDiarmid 1920-1934
Catherine Kerrigan

A Book of Scottish ballads
David Buchan (Deas.)

The endless tide
Iain R. Thomson

The wilderness journeys
John Muir

Songs and lyrics of Sir Walter Scott
Sir Herbert Grierson (Deas.)

Robert Henryson
Matthew P. McDiarmid
An anthology of classic Australian folklore: two centuries of tales, epics, ballads, myths and legends
A. K. MacDougall

Gaelic language plan 2009 to 2012 = Plana na Gàidhlig 2009 gu 2012
Glasgow City Council

Selected poems
Edwin Morgan

An bealach chun tosaigh = The way forward: straitéis don Ghaeilge i gCarn Tóchair agus i Machaire Rátha = a strategy for the Irish language in Carn Tóchair and Machaire Rátha

Plana Gàidhlig Buidheann Chorporra Pàrlamaid na h-Alba 2008-2013

Key words: a step into the world of lesser used languages
Silvia Carrel

Comhairle na Gaidhealtachd roi-innleachd leasachaidh Gaidhlig = The Highland Council Gaelic development strategy
Comhairle na Gaidhealtachd

The Highland Railway in retrospect
David Lindsay George Hunter

The impact of improved ferry services on local economic development: final report
Staid-pháipéar ar sholáthar oideachas tríú leibhéal trí mheánna Gaeilge = Position paper on the provision of third level education through the medium of Irish

Fortrose Cathedral, Ross-shire
Noel Macdonald Wilby

Mannin as Nherin ayns lhing na Loghlynee
Shorys y Creayrie

Quoi va Gorree Crovan?
Shorys y Creayrie

Recortys Reaghyn Vannin as ny hEllanyn
Shorys y Creayrie

Penryn, archaeology and development: a survey
Deborah E.V. Wingfield

Bile ós chrannaibh: a festschrift for William Gillies
Wilson McLeod, Abigail Burnyeat, Dòmhnall Uilleam Stiùbhart, Thomas Owen Clancy agus Roibeard Ó Maolalaigh (Deas.)

Scots: the mither tongue
Billy Kay
Bairnsangs: nursery rhymes in Scots
Sandy Thomas Ross

The faded map: lost kingdoms of Scotland
Alistair Moffat

Ethics in Sámi and indigenous research = Sáme - ja álgoálbmo - dutkama ethkka: report from a seminar in Karasjohka, Norway, November 23-24, 2006

Cuairt an teaghlach rioghail gu Uibhist-a-Tuath, 1956
Ruairidh MacLeod

Gnàthasan-cainnt is eile son prògraman spòrs = Guidelines for terminology etc in sports programmes

The Western Isles = Na h-Eileanan an Iar: history of settlement = eachdraidh tuineachaidh

The Western Isles = Na h-Eileanan an Iar: islands at work = obair nan eilean


Scottish Certificate of Education. Standard Grade. arrangements in Gaelic at Foundation, General and Credit levels in and after 1990

A Gaelic language and culture plan for Inverness and Nairn: final report for The Highland Council, Inverness & Nairn Enterprise and Bòrd na Gàidhlig

Coping strategies and regional policies - social capital in the Nordic peripheries: country report, Greenland
Jørgen Ole Bærenholdt